
1. Calculate the value of the discriminant for each parabola, and then state how many x-intercepts 
it has.

a) y=4 x2−x+1 b) y=2 x2+3 x−7 c) y=3 x2−24 x+48

2. For the equation y=5 x2−3 x+k :

a) What value of k will give it exactly one x-intercept?

b) What values of k will give no x-intercepts?

3. What value(s) of m will give y=mx2+2 x−4 two distinct x-intercepts?
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4. What value(s) of n will give y=n x2−n x+8 exactly one x-intercept?

5. What value(s) of k will give f ( x)=3 x2−8 x+k and g ( x)=2 x−5 exactly two points of 
intersection?



Answers

1. Calculate the value of the discriminant for each parabola, and then state how many x-intercepts 
it has.

a) y=4 x2−x+1 b) y=2 x2+3 x−7 c) y=3 x2−24 x+48

D=b2−4a c D=b2−4ac D=b2−4ac
=(−1)2−4(4)(1) =(3)2−4(2)(−7)          =(−24)2−4(3)(48)
=1−16 =9+56 =576−576
=−15 =65 =0

Negative, therefore NO x-ints Positive, therefore TWO x-ints      Zero, therefore NO x-ints.

2. For the equation y=5 x2−3 x+k :

a) What value of k will give it exactly one x-intercept?

One x-int → Discriminant must be 0 → b2−4 ac=0
(−3)2−4(5)(k )=0
9−20 k=0
9=20 k

k= 9
20

b) What values of k will give no x-intercepts?

No x-ints → Discriminant must be negative → b2−4 ac<0
(−3)2−4(5)(k )<0
9<20 k
9

20
<k

3. What value(s) of m will give y=m x2+2 x−4 two distinct x-intercepts?

Two x-ints → Discriminant must be positive → b2−4 ac>0
(2)2−4(−4)(m)>0
4+16m>0
16m>−4

m>−1
4



4. What value(s) of n will give y=n x2−n x+8 exactly one x-intercept?

One x-intercept → Discriminant must be Zero → b2−4 ac=0
(−n)2−4(n)(8)=0
n2−32 n=0

This is a quadratic equation to solve.
n(n−32)=0

This is factored.
So n=0 or 32

5. What value(s) of k will give f ( x)=3 x2−8 x+k and g ( x)=2 x−5 exactly two points of 
intersection?

To solve for points of intersection, set f ( x)=g (x) .
3 x2−8 x+k=2 x−5
3 x2−8 x−2 x+k+5=0
3 x2−10 x+(k+5)=0

If we want TWO x-intercepts, the discriminant must be positive.
b2−4 ac>0
(−10)2−4(3)(k+5)>0
100−12 k−60>0
40−12 k>0
40>12 k
40
12

>k

10
3

>k


